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globally
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The FT has chosen to work exclusively

with Brand Metrics for all digital brand

lift measurement 

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, January

20, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- London,

20th January 2022: Global technology

company, Brand Metrics, which works

with publishers to demonstrate the

effectiveness of digital advertising, has

announced it is to continue its

longstanding partnership with the

Financial Times (FT), following a highly

successful collaboration for several

years and a subsequent review of

partners undertaken by the premium

publisher. 

The FT has been working in

partnership with Brand Metrics for a number of years now, in a collaboration which has seen

huge benefits on both sides. In 2022,  the publisher will be working with Brand Metrics

exclusively for all its brand measurement requirements.

Anette Hallgren, Client Director, Brand Metrics explains: “As a very close and valued partner for

our team, the FT encourages constant innovation and collaboration. This in turn, enables us to

develop our platform and its features iteratively, ensuring continuous improvement. 

“Not only that, but this forward-thinking team uses the resulting insights as part of a truly

integrated approach. This is a highly valued partnership for us, one which encourages us to

develop new tools all the time. We can’t wait to see what 2022 will bring.”

Enzo Diliberto, Global Insight Director, at the Financial Times, adds: “We consider the Brand
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Metrics’ platform most suited to our needs for a reliable brand measurement partner for our

premium offering globally. We are fortunate to possess a wealth of rich data from an engaged

and opted-in user base and delighted to be able to scale our insights to deliver the best possible

results to premium advertisers. 2022 will see us continuing to work with Brand Metrics for brand

lift measurement, as we continue to derive insights around frequency and brand lift. For

instance - ensuring that we meet advertiser requirements and provide actionable insights to

make campaigns more effective. Brand uplift has become increasingly important for our clients

to demonstrate the success of their campaigns. Being able to offer this at scale to our clients has

become a key focus for the FT commercial team."

Brand Metrics enables publishers to prove the effectiveness of digital ad campaigns continuously

and consistently against advertisers’ key metrics, by measuring brand lift at scale, regardless of

campaign size and cost. This is a game-changer for publishers; helping them to prove the value

of digital ads, with Brand Metrics’ unique algorithm using a single question with five answer

options to provide reliable information on qualitative advertising impact. In this way, the tech

company is empowering premium publishers to gather independent data on their digital ad

campaigns, enabling them to measure uplift in awareness, consideration, preference and action

intent, in a simple, cost-effective and comparable way.  

For more information: 

Anette Hallgren, Partner & Client Director at Brand Metrics

anette@brandmetrics.com

Julia Linehan, The Digital Voice

Julia@thedigitalvoice.co.uk

About the FT

The Financial Times is one of the world’s leading business news organisations, recognised

internationally for its authority, integrity and accuracy. The FT has a record paying readership of

more than one million, three-quarters of which are digital subscriptions. It is part of Nikkei Inc.,

which provides a broad range of information, news and services for the global business

community.

About Brand Metrics

Brand Metrics provides the only platform to measure brand uplift for digital ad campaigns,

including display, branded content and video, even campaigns as small as 50,000 impressions, to

ensure publishers have tangible proof of their value for even smaller clients. Simple and

powerful, their survey-based SaaS technology calculates brand lift across four key metrics:

awareness, consideration, brand preference and action intent and compares these scores

against Brand Metrics’ global benchmarks, allowing full comparability from campaign to
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campaign. Their SaaS technology is used by over 40 global publishers including Bloomberg,

MediaFin, JPIMedia, The Ozone Project, Financial Times and Burda Forward, providing them with

tangible proof of their site’s value.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/561090331

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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